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1 Introduction and foreword
This toolkit for teachers – technologies is supplementary material for the toolkit for teachers. It
includes as set of digital technologies that can be used to support and successfully implement
modern and innovative initiatives in education. Software applications that support such important
areas of modern education as collaborative work, remote collaboration, information collection,
sharing, and structuring, as well as moving portions or whole of the learning process on-line, are
described.
New educational needs can be regarded as a motor driving development of new IT solutions that
can address them. However, it is also the opposite – the whole new world of emerging IT
Technologies introduces completely new educational needs.
E.g. the introduction of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) can be regarded as a direct answer
to student need for selective learning carried out by best academic centers that is not limited by
geographical constraints, physical limitations for the number of enrolled students, or high price. On
the other hand, the abundance of information sources, thanks to the Internet, stimulates the reevaluation of educational principles themselves: from education based on information memorizing
to education based on knowledge understanding and application, on information selection and
structuring.
Therefore, the development of IT and Communication technologies can be regarded as one of the
major catalysts for the on-going process of adjusting education to the needs of the modern world.
The selection of appropriate IT tools for teachers and students can greatly support the application
of the process.
The content of this toolkit for teachers (technologies) consists of or is associated with selection and
description of technologies that support:

⚫ group project work,
⚫ e-learning and blended learning tools.
Artur Wilkowski, Warsaw University of Technology
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2 Current situation
2.1 Industry 4.0: state of affairs
Industry 4.0 is the new paradigm for production, organization, business model development. In
many publications it is often identified using certain technologies as: augmented reality, simulation,
autonomous vehicles and robots, additive manufacturing, industrial robotics, mechanical arms,
distributed ledger systems, big data analytics, Industrial IoT, mobile computing, cloud computing,
edge computing, multi-agent systems, software defined industrial networks, and device to device
communication (Chen et al., 2017, McQuaid and Lindsay, 2005, Passow and Passow, 2017,
Rautavaara, 2015, Adolph et al., 2014). Application of these technologies certainly change the
approach to production and rapid change of business models (State-of-Maturity Report, 2019).
Our life and work culture have changed rapidly in one generation. One of the reasons was new
technologies, and thus changing social and economic aspects. Those aspects, after (State-ofMaturity Report, 2019), are telecommuting, emerging platform economies, increase of freelancing
and consultant-style services, etc. The natural result of this process is the fact that interpersonal
relationships between employees are increasingly interdependent (Hofmann and Ruesch, 2017).
The result is a strong need for future employees to learn cooperation, teamwork and
communication. What's more, the rapid development of ICT technology means that these groups
can work remotely, which causes a need for new technologies for effective communication,
cooperation, team management remotely, using digital tools. The selection of the digital
technologies is described in this toolkit.

2.2 Trends
In the State-of-Maturity Report (2019), an overview of trends and challenges in technology and
education was discussed.
The future trends and related challenges to the implementation of Industry 4.0 were presented,
based on previously conducted interviews, and the initiatives that arose (from national to
grassroots) as a result. The future trends and related challenges were grouped in following areas:

• education and lack of skilled people in technology,
• lack of vision on the value of technology,
• promoting entrepreneurship for innovation and new business models,
• speed, innovation, and collaboration over exclusive rights,
• platform economies and the future of work, and
• regulations.
3

Moreover, the State-of-Maturity Report (2019) presents the relationships between the trends and
challenges mentioned, as how they might relate to each other.

2.3 Needs
The most important developments regarding technologies backing-up introduction of innovations
to education are briefly described in the following sections. They are based on several studies,
benchmarks (Benchmarking report, 2018) and events connected to the Universities of the Future
project (Ignition events, Blueprint enabling events).

2.3.1 Addressing modern challenges in information acquisition
Any kind of research work at any level (students, teachers or researchers) involves collection of a
significant amount of information. Due to modern information technologies and the internet, the
main difficulty in this process (in many areas) shifted from the problem of finding information
sources to the problem of selecting, filtering and structuring of thousands of information units
available. In addition to information collection, it must be effectively shared between team
members, maximizing not only transmission speed but also understanding. These can be identified
as serious challenges faced by researches but also their supporting applications.

2.3.2 Supporting collaborative work
While collaborative work is now a standard in business, many university programmes still
concentrate on individual achievement and not group work performance. However, also here
current trends are to put much more stress on collaborative work and collaborative design.
Although face-to-face contact between team members is still regarded as the most efficient form of
team-work, there are some successful attempts at remote versions of such collaboration.
In either case such activities can and should be supported by software tools. Some uses include
project management and documenting, data sharing, direct communication, and creative and
collaborative design.

2.3.3 IT-assisted teaching
Ongoing transition from teacher-centered learning into student-centered learning implies
increasing independence of and selectivity by students regarding knowledge they want and need to
acquire. In the context of problem-based learning approaches, classical static structures of
education programmes become largely inefficient. Even within a single course modern students
may want to choose some chapters that are more interesting to them than others. These needs can
be addressed by modern information and communication technologies, specifically by moving
some parts of the teaching process into the online world.
Recently,
MOOC
platforms
(e.g.
Coursera
https://www.coursera.org/
or
EdX
https://www.edx.org/) much benefited from this trend, giving students both opportunity to select
4

interesting material and an access to the best specialists in the given field. However, there are
some other possible paths in addition to MOOCs. Even now, many universities hold whole
university programmes on-line (see e.g.: http://okno.pw.edu.pl/ ). Another interesting option is
blended learning. In this approach, in addition to direct contact hours, also virtual tools are used
(e.g a volume of materials is stored on-line, so students can access and go back to the materials
that are the most interesting to them).
Software applications supporting such activities include applications for preparation of course
materials (e.g. videos and interactive presentations), teacher-student communication tools
(webcasts, webinars) and systems for management of the learning process (LMS).

5
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3 Technologies for Education 4.0
The tools supporting education discussed in this chapter are divided into two major sections. The
first section includes tools that can be generally described as “tools supporting group and project
work”. This includes tools needed for collaborative work on some problem, like collection and
structuring of information, project management, sharing of documents, or collaborative design. So,
this section mainly concentrates on tools that can be used by groups of students (or academia in
general). The second section, “E-learning and blended-learning tools”, concentrates on teachers
and the tools that can be directly applied to introduce IT innovation to the teaching process. These
include authoring of electronic educational materials, electronic communication with students, and
holding course online.
The distinction between different subcategories of tools are often blurred since typically many
tools fit into several different categories. To keep things simple, particular categories were assigned
based on personal experiences with suitability of particular tools to particular parts of the
educational process, and not necessarily on their official alignment.
Since the software applications are meant to be used by students and academia, the affordability of
particular applications was an important factor for selection of the tools. So, the applications with
reasonable free plans or academia discounts were generally preferred over even more powerful
but more expensive ones.

3.1 Tools supporting group and project work
3.1.1 Cloud storage services
File sharing services available online are one of the main tools facilitating work for academia - both
teachers and student groups. There are plenty of providers of this kind of services, probably the
most well-known being MS OneDrive (https://onedrive.live.com), Google Drive
(https://drive.google.com) and Dropbox (https://www.dropbox.com).
Cloud storage enables users to store their files remotely in the Internet and easily synchronize a
local copy of their files with their remote counterpart. Each file that user changes in the shared
folder can be automatically synced both with its remote version as well as the version on all other
devices of the given user. Thus, cloud storage can be regarded as an efficient device-sync and
backup utility.
Typically, the remote directories can be also shared with other users, so they can be used as
workspaces dedicated to sharing of files between workgroup members working on the same
project. Some services (such as Google Drive or MS OneDrive) provide online document editors
improving the collaborative aspect.
In addition, cloud storage solutions usually enable to review the history of file change, thus
constituting a type of version control system.

7

Regarding the needs of academia, the cloud storage services should be evaluated with respect to
e.g:

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Costs (the presence of a free plan / pricing of paid plans)
Available storage space for each plan
File versioning (present/absent, limited/unlimited history)
Directory sharing and permissions
Portability of file sync application

Some of the most notable free storages include Google Drive (up to 15GB, but shared with all other
Google services), Dropbox (up to 2GB), and MEGA.nz (https://mega.nz/, even 50GB), but there are
also some new players in the market such as pCloud (20GB).
For
comprehensive
review
of
https://www.cloudwards.net/comparison/.

current

Cloud

Storage

Solutions

see:

Figure 1. Google Drive. Source: https://www.cnet.com/how-to/hidden-features-of-google-drive/
(accessed: 2019.06.26)
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3.1.2 Document Collaboration Tools
Document Collaboration Tools enable groups of users (e.g. teachers) to remotely work together on
a single document. In most cases a specialized software that enables collaborative work on multiple
input devices (such as desktops, laptops or mobile devices) is provided. Applications also frequently
provide a generic web interface, making work more independent of specific hardware that has the
right software installed. Document collaboration tools can encompass many different office editor
tools. The most popular ones are text editors, spreadsheets and presentation editors.
In a typical scenario, the whole group is working on a single document. All changes made by a single
user are immediately visible to other users. This kind of tools may be used with video-conferencing
software.
Document collaboration often goes together with cloud storage services, so users can store
different versions of their files in a cloud and use appropriate collaborative editors when needed
(e.g. Google Docs (https://docs.google.com/), Google Drive (https://drive.google.com), MS Office
Online (https://office.live.com), or MS OneDrive (https://onedrive.live.com/).
Some benefits of using document collaboration tools:

⚫ very fast communication of ideas to other users
⚫ some brainstorming capabilities (there are better tools however)
⚫ extremely reduced document integration times (whole team is working on a most current
document prototype)
Some risks regarding usage of document collaboration tools:

⚫ need for a coordinator (need to establish rules, resolving conflicting ideas when they
appear)
⚫ some people may be intimidated by the perspective of editing content on-line, and may
prefer a more traditional workflow of prototyping-verification-submission
Some most widely used collaboration tools include:

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Google Docs (Free) (https://docs.google.com/)
Bit.AI (Free for up to 50 members) (https://bit.ai/)
Atlassian Confluence (5$ per user) ( https://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence)
MS Office Online (different pricing models) (https://office.live.com)

For comparison selected document collaboration tools – visit
collaboration-tools/

9

https://blog.bit.ai/document-

Figure 2. Word Online. Source: https://products.office.com/pl-pl/office-online/documentsspreadsheets-presentations-office-online
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3.1.3 Documenting projects - Wiki services
Wiki services can be regarded as a type of Document Collaboration Tools. However, due to
excellent readability of output documents, due to natural utilization of hypertext and largely
standardized document structure, appearance, and interface – this kind of tools are more
specialized. They are most often used for highly structured documents intended for non-linear
reading and quick navigation, and are excellent for encyclopedia applications as well as for
documenting projects.
Some prominent features of Wiki systems can be identified:

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

documents are published in the form of web pages
markup languages is used for formatting
hypertext links are intensively used and easily managed
native Wiki markup languages (Wikitext, Markdown) are simpler compared to other popular
web page formatting languages (e.g. HTML and CSS)

⚫ documents are collaboratively edited by (possibly large) groups of users
⚫ very often the content is mixed with the discussion board
Some popular Wiki management systems are UseModWiki (http://www.usemod.com/cgibin/wiki.pl)
,
MediaWiki
(https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki)
or
DokuWiki
(https://www.dokuwiki.org/dokuwiki) . Wiki systems are typically distributed as free Open Source
solutions.

11

Figure 3. DokuWiki: https://www.dokuwiki.org/template:starter (accessed 28.06.2019)
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3.1.4 Collaborative information collection, sharing and organization
This very broad category of tools aim at effective sharing of data and ideas between users. For
better productivity, the tools belonging to this category often enable also efficient collection of
data (i.e. through integration with Cloud Services) and facilitate structuring of the data and ideas.
Often, practical systems are supplemented with some project management modules.
There are several philosophies for data structuring used in these kind of tools, some dominant ones
include:

• Kanban-style boards – let the user organize data and ideas in the form of sticky notes, the
sticky notes can then be further organized into columns (categories). Users can freely move
sticky notes between categories. In a computer-version Kanban board, the notes are
enhanced to include almost any type of multimedia content. The original idea of the board
introduced three columns (to-do, doing, done) – to track work progress. However, in
modern tools the actual organization of the data is only limited by the imagination and
needs of the project team. One of the most successful tools implementing Kanban-style
boards is Trello.

• Conversation-based tools – let the users organize data in forms of conversations (chats). The
observation underlying this idea was that the conversation is the most natural way of
communication between users. Therefore, most people find it easy and natural to acquire
information through tracking of a conversation thread. Though some problems were
observed regarding this approach, including problems with re-organization of information
while maintaining the logical structure of the information, there are some successful
applications using exactly this concept, e.g. Slack.
Regarding needs of academia, we can define some expectations concerning tools discussed:

• easy setup – e.g. access via web interface and mobile application
• features that facilitate collection of information from common sources (e.g. simple copyand-paste or drag-and-drop for files or Internet links)

• efficient organization of information (using e.g. Kanban-style boards or Conversations
principle),

• efficient means for structuring and re-structuring information (characteristic for Kanbanstyle boards)

• good visualization of information (e.g. automatic creation of thumbnails containing text and
pictures)
Data collection, sharing and organization applications have proven to be excellent tools supporting
the work of student project teams. Applications of these tools often include performance of
preliminary „desk” research for a project. The data can be quickly located on the Internet (as files
or webpages) and immediately shared between students. Good visualization capabilities make the
13

information immediately adoptable by team colleagues. If Kanban-style boards are used, the
research results can be easily filtered and re-structured afterwards.
These kind of tools can be also used to certain extent as a knowledge-base at virtually all stages of
the project. While knowledge structure and order enforced by Wiki Systems is excellent for
documenting prototypes and technical solutions closer to the end of the project, the tools
discussed here seem to be most suitable for both early and middle stages of the project where
exploration of ideas and solution spaces as well as creative design process dominate.
Gathering of all the available knowledge in one place is very helpful in successful project
management as well as student project supervision and facilitation by the academic staff.
Example: Kanban-style board – Trello (https://trello.com/).
Trello is probably one of the most commonly used tools for collecting, sharing and organizing
information based on Kanban-board principle. It started as a system for organizing post-its, but was
developed well beyond that. Some prominent features offered by Trello include:

• the information is organized into post-its, which may contain almost any type of multimedia
content, post-it notes are further organized into columns (categories) – each note can have
multiple attachments or associated discussions

• very effective way of presenting information, with automatic creation of well-balanced
headlines and thumbnails – the user, from the first look, can grasp the general meaning of
presented information and get more details after a double-click

• very effective Kanban-style way of (re-organizing) information, by dragging sticky-notes
between columns

• very fast collection of information from common sources (webpages, files) using drag-anddrop principle, easy way to include cloud storage resources (Google Drive, Dropbox)
In addition to its knowledge-base character, Trello is often advertised as a basic projectmanagement tool. Tasks (post-its) can be assigned to groups of users and task progress can be
monitored. However, in the current version, organizing multi-level task hierarchy is very hard and
users are not given their own task lists for review. Gantt charts are available only as a power-up.
While Trello can easily create thumbnails of images and headlines for webpages, its capabilities for
„thumbnailing” different file types are not so well developed as e.g. in Slack (https://slack.com) .
Free version of Trello has some limitations (e.g. 10MB of attachment size) but the number of
projects and users is currently unlimited.
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Figure 3. Trello (source: https://www.process.st/trello-vs-asana/, accessed on 28.06.2019)
Example: Conversation-based tool: Slack (https://slack.com) .
Slack is advertised as a collaboration hub, but essentially is a chat-based application with greatly
developed features for handling different message attachments. Discussions in a single Slack
Workspace are divided into a number of channels both private and public. A message can be sent
generally to the channel or to a specific thread started by some message. The most prominent
features of Slack include:

• excellent handling of message attachments, Slack is able to create a meaningful thumbnail
virtually for any file type or link, some links can be opened inside the conversation (e.g.
playing a movie)

• excellent search facility, attached files are automatically parsed by Slack engine and each
search query is performed both within messages themselves and attached files

The visibility of information is more linear than in Kanban-style solutions, so somewhat less
information is immediately visible (without scrolling). Some critics point out the difficulty of reorganizing Slack messages. While messages can be easily copied to different channels it is not easy
to maintain integrity of conversations during such an operation.

15

Fig. 4. Slack (source: https://getheroik.com/lean-tools-that-will-take-your-team-to-the-nextlevel/slack-screenshot/, accessed on 28.06.2019)
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3.1.5 Project management tools
Good project management is a must for any successful project, whether a large corporation or
small student project is involved. There is a plethora of great project management applications
available. However, these are often quite expensive and aimed at business use. In this work we
concentrate on solutions that are affordable for teacher and student use.
Some features that could be expected from good project management tool used by academia are:

• creation of tasks, setting task due dates, assignment of tasks to particular persons and
marking tasks as solved

•
•
•
•
•

task scheduling and execution monitoring (e.g. user task lists)
task organization features, creation of subtasks, making task dependencies
task dependency management and visualization (e.g. Gantt charts)
unified web interface and mobile application
data storage features – each tasks can have detailed description with different attachments
(where e.g. task results can be stored).

• simplicity, steep learning curve
It is difficult to find free tools fulfilling all of the needs above. An important feature that is often
missing is an elastic organization of complex task structure. Free versions are typically limited with
respect to the maximum number of users or projects.
On the other hand, many collaborative tools offer some kind of project management, being it only
simple tasks assignment or deadline setting (e.g. Trello).
Some popular simple project management tools include Asana (https://asana.com/) , Basecamp
(https://basecamp.com/), Casual (https://casual.pm/), Teamweak (https://teamweek.com/) (free
for max. 5 users), and Redmine (https://www.redmine.org/) .
Example: Asana (https://asana.com/)
Asana is a freemium software, and one of the most affordable tools for small teams. It comes with
a limit of 15 users for free version and some functionalities removed. Here are some features
offered by Asana:

• two methods of task organization:
◦ a classical task-list layout
◦ more modern Kanban-style board
• integration with cloud services for sharing data (Google, Dropbox)
• many useful features for task management (todo task list, calendar, subtasks)
17

Unfortunately, a free version does not allow to make complex task dependencies (only 1-level
subtasks) and visualize tasks in a form of a timeline chart (similar to Gantt chart). These features
are available in a Premium version. The basics of Asana are quite simple to grasp and 15-user limit
is not harsh, so the workflow can be quickly adopted by student teams. Premium versions of Asana
cost 9.99$ per month per user. Kanban style layout makes Asana somewhat similar to Trello, but
Asana is not as effective for data collection yet (limited thumbnail display, not automatic
interpretation of urls).
There are several other project management tools utilizing Kanban layout. One is of course Trello
(https://trello.com), and others include Clarizen Go (https://go.clarizen.com/), Paymo
(https://www.paymoapp.com),
Kanbanize
(https://kanbanize.com),
and
Monday.com
(https://monday.com/). For a full selection, see: https://thedigitalprojectmanager.com/best-trelloalternatives-top-kanban-tools/

Fig 5. Asana – List Layout (source: https://asana.com/product)
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Fig. 6. Asana – Board Layout (source: https://asana.com/product)
Example: Redmine (https://www.redmine.org)
Redmine is an OpenSource and Free project that originated as a bug tracker for controlling
application development. Since then the project has evolved and can be regarded as a fully-fledged
general-purpose project management software. User interface is not as friendly as in the case of
Asana, however the set of features is impressive (especially for free software) and include:

•
•
•
•
•

defining task dependencies without limitations
Gantt diagrams
Wiki pages, RSS channels
Storage of files and documents
Application issues (bug) trackers

19

Redmine is harder to learn than Asana and less intuitive, so it would rather not be the first choice
for short student projects. However, in the case of larger, especially technically oriented, projects –
involving more people and time, Redmine should be definitely considered.
Note: Although Redmine is a free application, one must still consider costs of hosting the application
(making it accessible through Internet).

Fig. 7. Redmine – Classical View (source: https://www.getapp.com/project-management-planningsoftware/a/redmine/– last access 30.06.2019)
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3.1.6 Collaborative Design Tools
Right in the core of most innovative processes such as Design Thinking is collaborative design.
Collaborative design is strongly founded on visualization and structuring of ideas complying with
different creative design tools such as Map of Empathy, Mind Map, Brainstorming Canvas, Business
Model Canvas and many others.
While most teams find face-to-face collaboration the most effective and inspiring and blackboards,
whiteboards, flipcharts and post-its remain the main technical equipment for the process, there are
some successful attempts to move the whole process online. In such a scenario, team members do
not have to physically gather to collaboratively design something but use a specialized application
that creates an environment as close as possible to face-to-face collaboration.
Participants of online creative collaboration are equipped with desktop or laptop computers or
tablets, touch-sensitive screens and direct communication hardware (camera, headset). They can
connect via one of the online creative collaboration applications and perform different types of codesign activities (e.g. collaboratively create a Mind Map or an Empathy Map, or do brainstorming).
Such specialized collaborative design applications typically concentrate on visual aspects of
designing, so they offer visual tools for co-creating different kinds of sketches, drawings or
diagrams. For best productivity they are typically supplemented by direct communication and
conferencing software such as Skype or Slack.
Performing collaborative design process online receives mixed reviews. On one hand it can remove
spatial constraints from the creative process and facilitate organization of design meetings, when
one or several team members are not physically available (but can be remotely connected). On the
other hand it has been reported that due to technical obstacles and the lack of physical proximity
of other team members it is easy to loose a creative momentum very important for this kind of
process. For details see: https://blog.mural.co/2015/12/15/getting-into-remote-design-thinkingwith-mural where (overall positive) evaluation of on-line Design Thinking process was performed.
Some more mature applications enabling online Collaborative Design are MURAL (https://mural.ly)
, Miro (formerly RealTimeBoard, https://miro.com/)
, Spacedeck (Open Souce license,
https://github.com/spacedeck/spacedeck-open) , Lucidchart (https://www.lucidchart.com) or
Sketchboard.io.(https://sketchboard.io/)
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Example: Mural.ly (https://mural.ly)
Mural.ly is one of the most well-known tools for online collaborative design. There are several
features distinguishing this application

•
•
•
•

impressive number of design templates
fairly simple and non-overwhelming user interface
tools automatizing brain-storming and selection of ideas (voting)
excellent tools for integrating multimedia content from different sources, ease of creating
thumbnails of webpages and files comparable to that of Slack

• integrated Internet search tools
Mural current pricing is 12$ per team member per month. However, an academic program is
available that enable to use Mural free for non-commercial purposes.

Fig. 8. Design interaction in Murall.ly (source: https://mural.co/ – last access 30.06.2019)
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Example: Sketchboard.io (https://sketchboard.io/)
Sketchboard.io can be regarded as somewhat simpler alternative to Mural. Some basic edition and
collaborative design options are available for free. In the free edition there are limitations
concerning export options available to the user. However, for most short student projects,
Sketchboard.io can be sufficient.

Figure 9. Sample Mind-Map designed with Sketchboard.io
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3.2 E-learning and blended learning tools
3.2.1 Direct communication tools
Although a face-to-face contact between teachers and students is still considered important,
younger generations find meeting in a virtual-space almost equally natural. Direct face-to-face
contact can by (at least partially) substituted by technologies enabling audio and video streaming.
In this way teacher can reconstruct classroom learning experience using only means of remote
communication.
The tools discussed in this section can be roughly divided into (partially overlapping) categories:
•
•
•

Webcasts – which assume mostly uni-directional communication
Teleconferences – enabling on-line discussion of many parties
Webinars – essentially teleconferencing tools enriched with some seminar-specific features

We will now shortly characterize each category and provide examples particular software solutions.

3.2.1.1

Webcasts

Webcast can be regarded as a one-to-many live presentation that is delivered to the end users by
Internet streaming. Typically – presenting person is the only active side of the transmissions,
although some return channel (e.g. chat) is also possible. Webcast may consist of video camera
transmission, voice transmission, computer desktop transmission and additional multimedia
content prepared off-line.
Webcast applications vary. They can substitute classical lectures, can be used to promote and
transmit interesting events, or can be used as auxiliary material for the exercises (e.g.
demonstrating use of some specialized application). If needed, webcasts can be also transmitted
from random locations using mobile devices.
Technically webcasting can be divided into a client and server side. Client application is responsible
for capturing and encoding the material. Server side transmit the material to all recipients. The
simplest client-side application for simple streaming is just a browser. However, if we want
customizable output we need a specialized application. There is a number of such applications
available on the market, such as OBS Studio (https://obsproject.com)
, FFsplit
(https://www.ffsplit.com/) or XSplit (https://www.xsplit.com) , many of which are Open Source or
Freeware tools.
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Example: Open Broadcaster Studio (OBS Studio, https://obsproject.com)
OBS Studio is one of the most popular broadcasting applications in Internet broadcaster’s
community. It is free and open source. Its features include:

•
•
•
•
•

using different data sources: screen capture, camera or static image
many possible scene layout definitions (e.g. picture in picture)
easy switching between layouts
scene live broadcasting and scene recording
portability (Windows, MacOS, Linux)

After some training its features are more than enough for several use cases in academia.

Figure 10. OBS Studio – configuration screen (source: https://linuxhint.com/install-openbroadcaster-studio-obs-linux/-)
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3.2.1.2

Streaming servers

The most secure way of transmission is to establish one’s own streaming server that would
distribute content among different users. One possibility is to simply install NGINX Web Server
(https://nginx.org/en/) with RTMP module, which is not very complicated under Linux or Windows.
Streaming applications can cooperate with different public streaming servers such as Twitch.tv
(https://www.twitch.tv/),
YouTube
(https://www.youtube.com/)
or
Facebook
Live
(https://www.facebook.com/). All the public servers offer different levels of security of the content.
So if we do not want to make the content available for everyone, we must be careful choosing the
right server. E.g. Facebook video stream can be made available to everybody, or one can create a
private facebook group and limit recipients only to this group.
When selecting appropriate streaming server, also the transmitted image quality must be taken
into account, which is especially important when capturing screen output for demonstration of
some application.

Fig. 11. Facebook-live (source: https://www.wowza.com/blog/facebook-live-tips-for-broadcasters)
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3.2.1.3

Teleconferencing tools

Teleconferencing tools are direct extensions to Internet communication tools. Examples of these
tools are e.g. Skype, Google Hangouts or Messenger. Most of these free tools provide basic
videoconferencing features, such as multipoint video and audio transmission between multiple
participants. Teleconferencing tools must enable effective two-way communication between all
members of the meeting. Not only voice but also image transmission is important in order to
maintain eye-contact which makes conversation more efficient.
As pointed out by wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Videotelephony) popularization of
videoconferencing already opened multiple new paths of communication. These include:

•
•
•
•

ability to keep in touch with classes during conferences
‘virtual’ participation in conferences, thesis defenses, guest lectures
collaboration with other team members without actual physical presence
carrying out Q&A sessions

Teleconferencing tools can be used as stand-alone tools, but can also improve efficiency of other
tools such as Collaborative Design Tools as supportive direct communication components.
Basic free teleconferencing tools such as Skype (https://www.skype.com/en/), Google Hangouts
(https://hangouts.google.com/) or Messenger (https://www.messenger.com/) fulfill the needs in
most academic situations. However, for large meetings some paid solutions (e.g. EzTalks
(https://www.eztalks.com/), Bluejeans (https://pages.bluejeans.com) or Skype for Business
(https://www.skype.com/en/business/) may be considered.
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3.2.1.4

Webinars

Webinar software is directly related to the teleconferencing tools and teleconferencing tools can be
used to organize webinars. However in addition to effective transmission of audio and video
webinar tools meet some additional expectations:

• ability to upload presentation file for interactive presentation (with possibility to annotate
the presentation)

•
•
•
•

whiteboard functionality
chat functionality for live teacher-student communication
desktop sharing features (for demonstrating applications)
asymmetry between users (teacher has higher privileges than students – e.g. she/he may be
the only one to use camera or control presentation), but with possibility of role switching

• presence of some interactive tools (short quizzes, polls)
There are multiple free Open Source webinar solutions, e.g. Apache OpenMeetings
(https://openmeetings.apache.org/) or BigBlueButton (https://bigbluebutton.org/) (for full review
see:
https://elearningindustry.com/top-6-open-source-web-conferencing-software-toolselearning-professionals). Free Webinar tools are free to download but require hosting, which can
generate additional costs. Often plugins are offered to integrate such tools into larger Learning
Management Systems platforms.

Fig. 12. Webinar in progress using BigBlueButton (source:
https://bigbluebutton.org/2017/05/25/bigbluebutton-1-1-released/ )
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3.2.2 Creating e-learning materials
This section is divided into creation of educational videos and authoring of interactive educational
content.

3.2.2.1

Creation of educational videos

Tools in this category enable teachers to prepare video materials that can be used by students online or off-line. Scope of such materials vary. The recording can be either an e-lecture with slides
and narration, hand-on demonstration of some application or a mix of different multi-media
sources. A useful tool for authoring educational video materials should include at least:

• utility for simultaneous recording of video and audio material from different sources – so it
should act as audio/video/screen recorder, all recorded material should be produced in
different tracks for efficient editing

• utility for efficient and simple video and audio editing
There are multiple commercial applications on the market that fulfill these requirements, such as
Camtasia (249 EUR, https://www.techsmith.com/video-editor.html), Active Presenter (199$,
https://atomisystems.com/activepresenter/)
or
ScreenFlow
(129$,
https://www.telestream.net/screenflow/). Organizing effective workflow using only free solutions
is possible but requires considerable effort.
Example: Camtasia ( https://www.techsmith.com/video-editor.html)
Camtasia is one of the tools that is readily used for creation of e-learning content. Camtasia has
many advanced features, yet it is still very easy-to-use and is offered for a moderate price (199$ perpetual license).
Some more interesting features of Camtasia include:

• advanced audio editing including noise reduction and sound-level normalization
• advanced video effects with bias towards presentation (annotations, customizable
transitions, template effects)

•
•
•
•

different presets to facilitate and speed-up editing
import of different file types (PowerPoint, PDF)
availability of different effect templates,
some interaction options included (quizzes) – requires dedicated player
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Fig. 13. Video editing in Camtasia (source: https://www.softwarehow.com/camtasia-review/ – last
access 30.06.2019)
Example: OBS Studio/KDEnLive/Audacity
It is possible to create basic e-learning videos using completely free and open source applications.
In this section we provide a simple workflow that uses three non-commercial applications:

• OBS Studio ( https://obsproject.com) is mainly a webcasting software, however recording
options are also available. The main problem with this software is that it does not support
by default multitrack synchronized recording (e.g. camera and desktop) – so some tricks
must be utilized to overcome the problem.

• Audacity (https://www.audacityteam.org/) is the OpenSource sound processing tool ideal
for setting sound levels in recordings and noise removal

• KDEnLive (https://kdenlive.org) is a free but powerful movie editing software. It has an
abundance of features known from commercial editors, however the application is not
always stable and the interface is not as intuitive as in the case of its commercial colleagues

While educational video authoring using these tools is possible, one may face a significant
reduction of productivity. In the case of incidental preparation of educational videos, the usage of
free tools may be justified. If videos are produced on a regular basis, commercial applications
should be considered.
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Figure 14. Kdenlive video editor (source: https://kdenlive.org/en/2018/07/kdenlive-test-thefuture/ )
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3.2.2.2

Authoring of interactive educational content

The tools belonging to this category typically have very strong video and audio capture and editing
features, but they go one (or several) steps further. The goal of such tools is to create stand-alone
interactive educational content, that in addition to text, images, sound, and video have also an
interaction component. Such material is responsive to user interaction, so e.g. the presentation can
branch in many directions depending on user choices. Typically, it is also possible to include various
games or quizzes to immediately assess and evaluate understanding of the material.
The major application of these kind of tools is creation of a single educational unit (a single class, a
single training session or tutorial). Prepared interactive presentation can be exported to a SCORM
unit (https://www.adlnet.gov/scorm/) and integrated into a selected Learning Management
System, to make a regular course.
These kind of authoring tools are advanced and quite expensive. Some commonly used software
packages include Adobe Captivate (retail price 1597.77 EUR, student/teacher price 490.77 EUR,
https://www.adobe.com/pl/products/captivate.html)
or
ISpring
Suite
(770$,
https://www.ispringsolutions.com/ispring-suite).

Figure 11. Adobe Captivate (source:
access 30.06.2019)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laC6Brkfmy4 – last
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3.2.3 Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Learning Management Systems (LMS) are systems for putting all the electronic educational content
together. Their main responsibility is to convert a collection of different e-learning materials into an
organized course that can be provided to students. However, also larger entities can be carried-out
using this kind of systems. There is still a growing number of university programs completely held in
LMS.
Features of a useful LMS include (but are not limited to):

• organization of different types of learning materials (e.g. videos, interactive presentations,
quizzes, tasks) into a course and/or educational program

• setting pace for each course (defining separate lessons, chapters)
• keep record of student’s progress, achievements and grades
• provide tools for educational data presentation:
◦ editors of lessons including text, embedded videos and other multi-media materials
◦ tools for administering quizzes, tests and examinations
◦ tools for giving out, managing and collecting assignments
• integration with other types of educational content and applications via a system of plugins
including e.g.

◦ Webinar software
◦ SCORM packages (self-contained ZIP file containing certain contents defined by the
SCORM standard, see http://www.scormsoft.com/scorm/cam/contentPackages)

◦ auto-evaluated tasks (e.g. automatic verification of programming assignments)
There are many LMS systems tools available. However, the market is currently more or less evenly
shared between 3 main players: Blackboard (https://www.blackboard.com/blackboard-learn/),
Canvas (https://www.canvaslms.com/open-source-lms) and Moodle (https://moodle.org/), and a
smaller share for Brightspace (https://www.d2l.com/en-eu/). All of them except Moodle are
commercial applications.
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Example: Moodle (https://moodle.org/)
Moodle is the main free player on the market of free and open source LMS solutions. While not
being very easy for setting-up, administration and use, it has most of the features expected from
these kind of tools, and it all comes for free. Moodle is an open system and can be supplemented
by a large number of plugins extending basic functionality of the system.
Moodle is a web service and is typically installed on a hosted web server. So, although moodle itself
is free, one must still add hosting fees to the total cost of installation and deployment.

Figure 12. Moodle (source: https://school.demo.moodle.net last access 30.06.2019)
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Summary
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4 Summary
An important observation from the review given in this document is that there are plenty of
options for selection of the tools serving particular educational needs. The tools are still evolving.
New features are added, and new players appear on the market each year. Therefore, regarding
selection of particular applications, this review should not be treated as an ultimate recipe but
rather as a starting point for research among tools available and encouragement for own
evaluation and selection of tools most suitable for particular needs of and educational institution.
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